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Richard Howie was an ordinary, everyday, city-dwelling

man, though at twenty-nine years old he didn’t really feel like a
‘man’ in the grown-up sense. Many people his age were in the
same boat; it was a common feeling. Richard had held no secure
job for longer than two years at a time. He had no girlfriend, or
boyfriend, or partner of any kind. He had no pets; he didn’t
even own a plant. He’d lived with various flat-mates throughout
his twenties and only began living alone last year. He didn’t own
a house.

That is, until he did.

Richard procured one under the most unfortunate of
circumstances. It was his parents’ house; after his father, also
named Richard, died in a road accident that winter, his mother
Eve lived just two months longer than her husband before she,
too, passed on. Died of a broken heart, people liked to say. In a
way they were right – Eve had never been good at taking her
medication. Richard Senior had always been there to ensure she
took the right dosage. Once he was gone…well, so was she.

And now Richard, the son, was alone, with a house that was
far too big for him in a town that was far too small.

He didn’t want to go back to his family home. He hadn’t
been back in years – Richard’s parents had always come through
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been back in years – Richard’s parents had always come through

to the city to see their son, since there was more to do there.
Though he was sure he had good memories from growing up in
their old house, in his grief and reluctant adulthood Richard
found it difficult to recall such moments. Perhaps it was the
hustle and bustle of living in a city that resulted in his only feeling
about his parents’ house being one of overwhelming boredom.
No Internet. No friends closer than a mile away. Long, slow,
rainy days with no end in sight. Lonely summers with no siblings.

The problem was that the very city Richard found solace in
as an adult had become lonely since his parents’ deaths, too.
He’d always thought he had a good group of friends. They went
out for drinks after work together, and watched Eurovision and
the Olympics, and complained about the increasing price of rent
in a never-ending online group chat. It was only in having to
organise not one but two funerals that Richard realised that,
though he had fun with his group of friends, on a one-on-one
basis none of them seemed to be available to help and support
him. They had too much going on – Lucy was having her baby;
John was working overtime for a promotion; Ingrid was about to
travel overseas.

Two of their group of seven came to Richard Senior’s
funeral. None of them came to Eve’s.

Richard’s parents had been popular and outgoing in a way
their son had never been. Dozens of their friends and old work
associates came to their funerals. It was only meek, tragically
ordinary Richard who was lonely at both services. But he didn’t
show it, even when he was on his own. People’s parents died all
the time. He would get over it. The initial grief would pass and
Richard would learn to live with his loss, and life would go on.

This might have been true, if his dreams hadn’t stopped.
Richard could have gone back to his hollow group of friends,
and his relatively thankless job working in the pupil support
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and his relatively thankless job working in the pupil support

department of an inner city high school, and his empty
apartment with no pets or plants, and been ‘fine’ with it all.

But he did stop dreaming, and that was the final straw.

For though Richard was as plain and ordinary as any faceless
man you might overlook on a crowded street, his imagination
was as far from ordinary as one could get. He actively looked
forward to the moment when he could collapse upon his bed,
close his eyes and allow his mind to wander. Richard could
dream for hours, it seemed. He could live out epic, sweeping
fantasies and gritty heists and nonsensical, gravity-defying
adventures.

Richard’s dreams were vivid, lucid, and demanding. Often
he’d wake up on an adrenaline high, elated and full of energy.
Those were the best mornings; nothing could get him down on
days when he woke from dreams that left him feeling invincible.
But there were also mornings when Richard would wake up
sobbing, or screaming, or paralysed in pain. Such nightmares
had plagued him since childhood, but Richard had learned to
embrace them. They were terrifying – especially when he
couldn’t quite recall what had happened in the dream – but they
were far more exciting and involving than his real life.

As long as Richard had his dreams, his real life could be as
banal and unassuming as it had to be. 

He didn’t stop dreaming immediately. It was a slow process,
beginning from the day Richard received the tragic call that his
father had been crushed by a drunk driver. He’d had trouble
sleeping, and was busy supporting his mother, so when he finally
did sleep he often fell into exhausted, black-out oblivion. But
when Richard’s life finally returned to some semblance of
normality he discovered that he perhaps only dreamt two or
three times a week. It was stark and unsettling. Richard felt like
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three times a week. It was stark and unsettling. Richard felt like

he’d lost part of his life along with his father.

When his mother died it wasn’t long until Richard’s dreams
stopped completely. It was an ordinary Wednesday when he had
his final one. His eighth day back at work since her funeral –
long enough that nobody asked Richard how he was coping any
more. He was supposed to meet some of his friends for drinks,
but they cancelled last-minute. Later he would discover through
social media that they’d gone for dinner without him, instead.
Richard didn’t even blame them; he wasn’t much fun to be
around right now. He wondered if he ever had been.

That night he dreamed of himself attached to the side of a
cliff. Richard knew something was wrong from the very
beginning, because he never dreamed of himself. He always
dreamed of fictitious people; of monsters and strangers, of
dragons and dogs, of rivers and magic and blood and danger.

In the dream Richard couldn’t get off the cliff. He was
paralysed in place, left forever to dangle on a precipitous edge
above…nothing. No waves crashing and cracking against the
bottom of the cliff. No dust-bowl of sand and dessicated earth to
absorb his fall. There was simply blank nothingness below,
stretching out forever.

But he never fell. For the entirety of the dream – the
nightmare – Richard was trapped, unable to scream. It was the
most horrific dream he’d ever experienced.

After that he never dreamed again, and that was even worse.
It forced him to look at his life and realise that it was, for all
intents and purposes, empty. Richard couldn’t expect anyone
else to fix this for him, so in a moment of manic clarity Richard
handed in his notice at work, ended the lease on his apartment
and moved back to the house he’d been avoiding for years. 

He didn’t even say goodbye to his friends.
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It was April, and most of the schools were closed for the
Easter break. It meant Richard’s home town was busier than he
was expecting it to be as he sat on the bus that would take him
from the train station to his parents’ house. His house. As a
child, Richard had counted himself lucky that there was a bus
stop just two minutes from the driveway. Though the house itself
wasn’t a farm it was nestled beside one, meaning that it was about
as far away from the town centre as physically possible whilst still
retaining the town’s postcode. 

The bus was noisy and uncomfortable as it trundled along,
both from the gaggle of children taking the bus to the coast
(despite the fact it was April, and likely to rain in the afternoon),
and the sound of the rickety, reverberating bus engine struggling
against pot holes in the road. When Richard tried to rest his
head against the filthy glass window his teeth chattered inside his
skull, threatening a headache.

“This is why you should have learned to drive, Richard,” he
mumbled. The comment was for his ears only, but a middle-
aged woman sitting in from of him with greying hair turned her
head at the sound of his voice, eyebrow raised.

“Excuse me?” she asked, tone already affronted as if
Richard had insulted her.

He shook his head. “Just talking to myself.”

That didn’t seem to appease the woman. If anything she
grew suspicious of the young man sitting behind her, who was
taking up three seats with his luggage and looked like he hadn’t
eaten a hot meal in months. But she didn’t say anything else, and
Richard was left blessedly alone.

He didn’t talk to himself again for the rest of the journey,
nor to anyone else. But when the bus pulled up outside his
childhood home and he began struggling with his bags to the
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childhood home and he began struggling with his bags to the
door, the woman spoke again.

“What are you doing getting off here? The Howie bed and
breakfast isn’t taking any guests. Poor couple that ran it both
died this year, bless their souls.”

Richard didn’t want to reply. He wanted to get off the bus
and never see the woman again. But something inside him
snapped at her presumption that he didn’t belong in the house.

“I know,” he said, voice quiet. “They were my parents.”

The awkward silence that followed was satisfying in a
sickening kind of way. Richard might have relished it if he hadn’t
then stumbled over one of his bags as he tried to leave the bus,
causing him to only just avoid landing face-first in the muddy
road a moment later.

The door of the bus closed before Richard got a response
from the woman. A glance back at the vehicle showed her staring
at him in disapproval, as if his answer was inappropriate despite
the fact her question had been intrusive and uncomfortable.

This is why I hate small towns, Richard thought as he kicked
one of his bags along the gravelled driveway to his house, hauling
then rest of them along on arms strongly protesting against doing
so. The driveway was overgrown with weeds – so much so that
Richard could hardly see any of the pearly white gravel that his
mother had loved so much – but it was nothing compared to the
state of the garden itself.

The old stone outhouse which Richard Senior had used to
store tools, bicycles and a large freezer unit was covered in ivy.
The twisting vines crept along the roof, threatening to squeeze
between the very stones the building was made of and
subsequently cause its collapse.
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The once immaculate, sprawling lawn was almost a foot high
with dandelions, nettles and wild grass, thanks to a recent bout of
unseasonably warm early spring weather. Rotting winter leaves
were piled high beneath the old oak trees that separated the
Howie property from the farm on its left, and clogged the
narrow burn which divided the garden from the small strip of
woodland flanking its right. Behind the woods was a narrow path
to the coast which a much younger Richard and his parents had
painstakingly carved by foot through years of visiting the cliff-
sides. He resisted the urge to see if it remained, for the first
droplets of afternoon rain had already landed on his head and
begun to creep down his neck. Richard subsequently quickened
his pace to the front door of the house to escape the chilly water
which, by the time he reached the front porch, was beginning to
fall in earnest.

The once vibrant red paint was now flaking and breaking
apart on the very surface of the door. Inspecting the grain of the
wood Richard concluded the door itself probably needed to be
replaced. This was confirmed when Richard had to bodily slam
against it in order to open it – the door, in its old age, had
expanded in its frame.

“Great,” he muttered after dumping his bags
unceremoniously on the hallway rug. It was a struggle to close
the door behind him; when Richard finally managed it an
uncomfortably cold draught crept through beneath it, tickling at
his ankles. He wanted to curse, but resisted. A draught meant
the house would be cold, and Richard hated the cold. He tried
to recall if the house had always been cold, but in his memories
the central heating was on full blast, and the fireplace in the living
room was perpetually, merrily alight.

Which means the house was cold, Richard mused. He
wondered how much of his savings he’d have to eat into simply
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wondered how much of his savings he’d have to eat into simply

to heat the place. His parents had left him some money but
Richard figured he’d need most of it to renovate the house to
put it on the market. After seeing the garden alone he realised he
may well need more than what they left him.

Leaving his bags in the dark and dusty hallway, Richard
moved through to the living room. It was a beautiful room with
large, sweeping bay windows, delicate cornicing along the edges
of the ceiling, and an ornate, brass chandelier that might have
looked ostentatious in another house. Perhaps it was only
because Richard grew up with it that he loved it; he imagined that
if he was seeing it for the first time that he would dislike it.

“Which means it has to go,” he sighed, peering up at the
chandelier before turning on the lights. Richard shivered; it was
colder in the living room than it was outside, though the heavy,
burgundy curtains were closed. Little puffs of dust accompanied
his footsteps as he walked across the carpet to open them. But
the dull, grey light of a rainy April afternoon that filtered through
did little and less to improve the look of the room. Clearly his
mother hadn’t been in any position to clean after Richard Senior
passed away. Richard knew they’d had a cleaner to help with the
smooth running of the B&B, but going by the disarray of the
house they had probably been let go a while back.

Richard collapsed onto one of the old leather sofas and
groaned. He sunk way too far into it; it was well past its prime. 

Well, I don’t need any furniture in the house to sell it, he
mused. People will want to bring their own furniture when they
move in.

But that didn’t change the fact Richard himself had to live in
the property until someone took it off his hands, and as he
walked through the entire house and inspected the state of it his
mood only grew worse. The building itself was fine – which was
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mood only grew worse. The building itself was fine – which was

just as well, since Richard definitely could not afford to bring in
builders or electricians to do any work for him. Yet cosmetically
there was so much to do that Richard was tempted to give up
altogether and try to sell the place at a much lower asking price
simply to get out of it as quickly as possible.

Richard knew in his heart that he couldn’t do that. The
house was beloved by his parents; if he truly thought about it he
knew he must have loved it at some point, too. The least Richard
could do was put in the effort to give the house a fitting goodbye.
It’s not like he had a job or any hobbies or even a group of
superficial friends in the area to keep him occupied, anyway. He
was alone. He would get the job done.

Just as soon as he got some sleep. For all he knew a dream
would be waiting for him, after all.

There were none.

Three weeks later and Richard had decidedly made no
headroom with ‘getting the job done’. The dusty, dark house and
its jungle of a garden were no closer to being ready for sale than
they had been when Richard first arrived. The only thing he’d
changed was moving from his childhood bedroom to one of the
guest bedrooms, which had a double bed. His rickety single bed
with its duvet covered in rockets and stars  was far too small for
him. Richard wondered how he’d ever fit on it as a lanky
teenager, or whether he’d simply put up with it without a single
word of complaint.

Richard was sure his parents would have bought him a new
bed if he’d asked, so why hadn’t he? It occurred to him that his
passive, timid nature had been setting him back for longer than
he’d previously realised. And yet Richard could do nothing
about that now. He didn’t want to.

He didn’t want to do anything.
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With no dreams to offset the dreariness of his days, Richard
found he had no energy or drive to do much more than simply…
exist. In his desperation to feel anything he’d tried to provoke
dreams through various means.

Alcohol was the most obvious choice, but all it did was
make Richard angry or sleepy. When he passed out there were
no dreams whatsoever; all that he was left with was a dull
headache and an unsettled stomach.

Then Richard bought some LSD through the dark web. It
wasn’t something he’d ever tried before, though John and Nick
back in the city had taken it several times, and had shown
Richard how to buy it. They’d probably wanted him to take
some with them, but Richard never took them up on the offer.
Now he wished he had.

But though the drug left him feeling euphoric and
downright bizarre for hours – and it made watching old
videotapes of The Matrix and The Fly on his parents’ ancient
television highly entertaining – Richard discovered that he
couldn’t sleep after taking the drug for close to twenty-four
hours. When finally he fell asleep it was the closest to a full-on
blackout Richard had ever experienced. It reminded him of
when his appendix burst and he had to be rushed to hospital.
After the surgery Richard had slept so heavily he wouldn’t have
been surprised if he’d actually been in a coma for two months
instead of two days.

Finally, Richard tried cliff-diving into the sea. He’d been too
much of a coward to do it as a teenager, though it was a common
pastime of the local kids from aged ten and up. And so he
ventured through the woods and along the path he’d stamped
into existence with his parents. There was something
simultaneously reassuring and unsettling about the fact that the
path was still there. He liked that it proved he and his parents
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path was still there. He liked that it proved he and his parents

had walked along it, together, but hated that the path was still
present when his parents no longer were.

When he reached the top of the cliffs Richard removed his
shoes, jumper and t-shirt. He glanced down at his body; he was
getting too thin. He hadn’t eaten properly in months, and it was
showing. But that was a problem for another day – when Richard
had the willpower to change himself. He didn’t know when that
would be.

For now he had the cliffs to deal with. But though his heart
was racing, and his breath was quick in his throat, and his
stomach clenched in response to the adrenaline his brain was
sending out, Richard discovered he was no less a coward than he
had been fifteen years ago. Even when he was on the very edge
of the cliffs, his toes creeping over the side to wiggle in the cold
sea air, Richard simply couldn’t jump. He’d screamed in
frustration, drawing curious, concerned stares from a pair of dog
walkers in the process. Richard trudged back to his empty, dark
and dusty house feeling dejected, angry and, above all else,
frustrated with himself.

Two weeks later and Richard had to conclude that he
needed help. He could barely get out of bed in the morning, and
on the days he did he merely sunk onto one of the wretched
leather sofas and watched dreadful daytime television, the whole
time wondering why on earth his parents had never bought an
up-to-date TV. They ran a B&B, after all. Surely the guests
would have appreciated it. 

He considered whether it would simply be better to stop
existing altogether. After all, at this point why was he still alive?
What was Richard persisting in living for? But, as with cliff-
jumping, Richard knew he was too much of a coward to take his
own life, but that didn’t stop a barrage of suicidal thoughts from
bothering him most every minute of every day.
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And so Richard travelled back to the city for the day to see
his doctor, knowing that he should have changed to a local
doctor when he’d moved back to his parents’ house. But that
would have involved actually doing something productive, which
was the opposite of how Richard had been acting for the past
month or so. 

He struggled to find the words to explain his hopelessness to
his doctor – which wasn’t helped by the fact that Richard hadn’t
actually spoken to anyone other than himself for longer than
three seconds in weeks, but upon mentioning that both of his
parents had died in close succession and that he’d subsequently
quit his job, the doctor was quick to prescribe Richard a standard
dose of antidepressants. 

Richard never considered before that he was actually
depressed, but now that thought caused him to figuratively punch
himself in the face. Of course he was depressed – he was a
complete textbook case. If the drugs the doctor prescribed him
were going to help him get better then Richard was happy to take
them. Anything was better than the way he was feeling. About his
parents’ deaths. About their house. About his own life, and
himself.

He noticed a change almost immediately. Richard felt far
less sluggish and numb. He found he could get up in the
morning and do all the things he struggled to complete before –
brushing his teeth; showering; shaving; combing his hair. He
even cleaned out the washing machine’s filters so that when he
washed his clothes they no longer smelled like damp. 

Once he got into the swing of a morning routine, Richard
found it easier and easier to commit himself to daily tasks
around the house. He started with the kitchen first, though
almost immediately regretted it. The place was cluttered full of
so much baking and cooking paraphernalia that Richard barely
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so much baking and cooking paraphernalia that Richard barely

understood the function of half of the items. He hesitated over
throwing anything out – his father had loved baking, and his
mother just as equally adored cooking. But Richard knew most
of it was doomed to end up in the bin once the house was sold,
anyway, so he rolled up his proverbial sleeves and mercilessly got
rid of anything he didn’t know the use for.

He kept his mother’s expensive Japanese kitchen knives, of
course, and his father’s blue and green nesting baking bowls.
Once Richard finished cleaning the surfaces, in fact, he arranged
the bowls in size order onto a shelf, turning them into part of the
decor of the room. Much of the kitchen was made up of well-
worn wooden panelling, which looked old-fashioned in a good
kind of way. But some of the grout had come away between the
stone tiles of the floor, and the white ceiling and skirting boards
were in need of a repaint. Richard added them to the rapidly-
growing list of tasks he needed to buy supplies for.

In this manner he worked his way through the living room,
dining room, upstairs and downstairs bathrooms, study and,
finally, the guest bedrooms. His list of supplies grew longer and
longer: white paint; cream paint; blossom-coloured paint for one
of the guest bedrooms; new faucets for the bathrooms; carpet
cleaner for the study (or, preferably, a new carpet altogether).
Eventually Richard had to accept the fact he had to write all of
these things down lest he forget them.

Two weeks later and the end of May was upon him. Richard
finally moved onto cleaning his old bedroom, though in truth it
didn’t need much cleaning. But it needed organised, and he had
to throw out his childhood belongings. He didn’t really want to,
in truth, so in the end he collected most of his things up into
boxes and threw them in the attic – a task for another day, much
like cleaning his parents’ bedroom. 

He didn’t know when that day would be.
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When Richard ordered new bedding to replace the rockets-
and-stars duvet cover which was now in the attic it was to his
annoyance that he discovered he had to pick it up from the
supermarket in the town centre. His house was too far out for
home delivery, apparently. A few weeks ago Richard would have
baulked at the idea of having to go into town to shop; now,
however, he finally felt ready to tackle speaking to actual people
in real life.

Since he had no dreams to keep him entertained – no
fictional people to follow as they carried out the strangest and
most astonishing of tasks – Richard was feeling lonelier that he
ever had done before. He was starved for human interaction.
Working on the house had managed to keep that feeling at bay,
though Richard had to wonder if that was to his detriment. Now
that the anti-depressants were helping him work through the fog
in his brain, he realised that the longer he put off trying to talk to
anyone the harder it was going to make actually talking to
people.

“Better late than never,” Richard coughed when he finally
put on a jacket to venture into town, though after taking a step
outside and feeling the heat of the day he quickly tossed it back
into the hallway. Richard’s voice was hoarse from disuse; he
coughed once more to clear his throat and began mumbling
nonsense to loosen his tongue. 

Now that spring was turning into summer the garden looked
even worse than it had when Richard first moved in. The grass
was so long it went past his knees, and he could barely see any
stone peeking through the ivy covering the outbuilding. His
father’s Range Rover, which sat abandoned in the driveway, was
covered in dust punctuated by dried-up rain drops. Green scum
was beginning to grow along the bottom of its windows.

Richard bit out a noise of exasperation at the sight. There
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Richard bit out a noise of exasperation at the sight. There

was too much work still left to do in order to get the house ready
to sell, and if he didn’t get the garden sorted whilst it was still
warm then it would only get more and more difficult to fix it. 

In the distance, in the direction of the neighbouring farm,
some kind of animal let out a bleat. Richard pricked up his ears
and listened intently; it was most likely a sheep. The lambs
would be getting bigger now, after all. On impulse Richard
decided to walk along the road towards the sound – his bus
wasn’t due for another ten minutes. The bleating got louder and
louder until, eventually, Richard came across not a sheep, but a
goat.

“Huh,” he murmured, gazing down at the animal curiously.
It was fairly small, with tiny horns atop its head and black, grey
and white speckled fur. Its strange, horizontal-slitted pupils
unnerved Richard. They looked inhuman, though of course the
goat was not a person in the first place. It stared up at him,
devilish eyes unblinking, before letting out another bleat.

“Meeeeeeh yourself,” Richard replied, sticking out his
tongue at the creature. He didn’t know that Rob Henderson –
the farmer – kept goats. The one standing in front of him
certainly didn’t seem large enough to be useful for anything,
though upon closer inspection Richard realised it was probably
still a baby. A kid. 

He knelt upon the grass and held out a hand between two
of the thick wires of the fence. The goat didn’t hesitate before
butting its head against his palm. When Richard laughed he
surprised even himself; he hadn’t laughed in a long, long time.
Carefully he scratched behind the goat’s ears, then ruffled its fur
when it bleated happily in response.

“What a weird animal,” he said, watching as the goat
continuously shifted its weight from one hoof to the other as if it
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continuously shifted its weight from one hoof to the other as if it

was anxious to get to a toilet. It flicked its little tail and then, so
quickly that Richard was taken starkly aback, it bounded away
across the field. He thought it looked like the happiest animal
alive, jumping and leaping across the grass as it let out a series of
chirrups and yips of delight.

Richard stayed kneeling on the grass for another minute,
though the goat was nowhere to be seen, before stumbling back
to his feet when he realised he could see the bus heading in his
direction. He fished around in his pocket for the correct change,
since the bus didn’t accept card payments or mobile bus passes,
then muttered his destination to the driver as quickly as possible
before sitting down in the first available row of empty seats.

There were only three other passengers aboard, two of
whom were men Richard’s age. They looked familiar, which
wasn’t surprising. He probably went to high school with them,
but that was such an unpleasant part of his life that Richard tried
to forget about it.

“Obi-Wan, is that you?!” one of the men called out.
Richard sunk lower in his seat, wishing he had never left his
house. Yes, he definitely went to school with them. Back when
he was fifteen he’d grown out his hair until it was long enough
for him to braid it at the back, just like his favourite Jedi in Star
Wars. Of course he’d been mocked for it. Richard was stupid
for thinking he wouldn’t have been.

“Oi, Howie,” the other man called out. “It is you, isn’t it?
How’ve you been?”

Richard glanced behind him at the pair. The smiles on their
faces were perhaps genuine, though the fact they’d called him by
his old, painfully embarrassing moniker suggested that they
might still be as mean as they had been fourteen years ago.

“Busy,” was all he replied, inclining his head politely before
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“Busy,” was all he replied, inclining his head politely before
turning back around.

“What bring you back home? Don’t think anyone’s seen
you since Shauna’s 21st.”

“God, can’t believe how long ago that was. Didn’t you only
come to her birthday because your folks were friends with hers,
Howie? I remember you were just sitting there staring at your
feet the whole time.”

“That’s pretty much all he did in school, Joe,” one of them
– Luke Patterson, Richard realised – said. He’d been in the
same biology and chemistry classes as him. A popular guy.
Average grades. Few if any career aspirations. Richard didn’t
really know Joe, since they’d never shared classes, but he
recognised his face as also being part of the ‘popular crew’.

The brightening of his mood that the goat caused whittled
away to nothing as the two men continued to reminisce about
Richard’s least favourite part of his entire life. Well, aside from
the last few months, of course. Nothing could be worse than
those.

“So what are you up to now, Obi-Wan?” Luke asked,
pressing once more for answers from Richard.

“Not my name,” he replied, so quietly even he could barely
hear the words.

Joe laughed. “I’m afraid we didn’t hear that. What’re you
doing home after all these years?”

Richard didn’t respond. His heart was beating painfully fast.
He could feel all the blood in his face draining away, leaving him
even paler and sickly-looking than he already was. His throat was
dry; no amount of swallowing could bring his voice back.

Going outside was a terrible idea, Richard thought. All
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Going outside was a terrible idea, Richard thought. All

anyone in town will do is laugh at awkward Richard Howie still
struggling to construct a bloody sentence.

“Oh wait,” Luke said, and Richard was struck by how
serious he sounded. “Shit, Richard, your parents passed away
this year, didn’t they? I think my dad said something about it a
while ago. I’m so sorry. I can’t imagine what that must be like.”

Richard didn’t turn around to look at him. Luke did sound
sincere, but that somehow made it worse. He didn’t know how
to handle the two men flipping between making fun of him and
being genuinely nice and concerned. How was he supposed to
react? Richard had imagined countless triumphant, impassioned
and eloquent speeches he might one day say to the people he’d
gone to school with – those that had bullied him, or ignored him,
or merely tolerated his existence – knowing that he would never
actually recite a single word of them to anybody.

He’d been fine with that…if it meant he never saw anybody
from school again.

“Richard?” Luke said, a little uncertain. Richard realised he
was shaking uncontrollably. There were tears in his eyes, even
though he swore he’d never cry in public. He jerked his hand
over the blue button in front of his seat, signalling that he wished
to get off the bus, and rushed to the exit before a single tear
could fall.

“Howie, we’re –” Joe began, but Richard didn’t hear the rest
of his sentence. He bolted off the bus, walking as quickly as he
dared to back to his house. He wanted to run. He wanted to
disappear over the blind summit of the road as quickly as the
baby goat had gambolled away, as if it had never existed in the
first place and had merely been a figment of Richard’s
imagination.

But Richard was too weak to run even if he’d had the
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But Richard was too weak to run even if he’d had the
courage to do so. He was malnourished, and dreadfully unfit,
and his eyes were full of so many tears that he couldn’t see.
When he finally stumbled onto the driveway of his parents’
house he collapsed onto the weed-infested gravel and sobbed. If
he wasn’t so overcome with grief Richard would have been
horrified at the noise he was making – a noise he never thought
himself capable of making. It was guttural, and strangled, and
painful.

It was a noise he’d only ever heard in his dreams; his
nightmares. The noise of felled dragons, and poisoned kings,
and a woman who lost her loved one to the sea. It was a noise
Richard thought he’d probably never hear again. That he was
hearing it now from his own mouth, in real life, only made him
more miserable.

His dreams were gone. There were no fictional people in
pain who recovered by the time Richard was ready to open his
eyes. There was only his pain, and that was real. 

“I should never have gone outside,” he heaved, feeling as if
he might pass out. Richard was vaguely aware that he was
probably having a panic attack. He’d seen kids at the school he
worked at in the city have them before – had calmed them down
with a soft, slow, constant stream of words, and cups of tea, and
an open ear to listen to their problems. 

Richard never knew if he actually wanted to be a pupil
support worker or whether he fell into the job by accident. But
either way, he was good at it. That he was unassuming, quiet and
nonthreatening lent itself well to such a job, after all. To have a
job where everything about him that normally caused him grief
was actually an asset had been a revelation to Richard. He truly
loved helping the kids out – especially the ones who seemed just
like him.
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And yet still it was thankless, because the kids grew up and
moved onto university, or college, or jobs, and new kids with
more problems took their place. It never stopped, and Richard
hadn’t been close with the teachers and other members of staff.
He thought it was because they didn’t like him. That he was too
quiet. Too boring.

Why can’t I just talk to my peers the way I talk to kids?
Richard thought, as the late-spring sun beat down on his neck
and the sharp gravel beneath him cut into his knees. Why am I
so passive? Why can’t I just –

Another sob escaped Richard’s mouth, and his wretched
train of thought was lost to more incoherent crying. But then a
noise that was decidedly not him letting out every emotion he’d
kept bottled up inside pierced the air.

The goat. 

It sounded as if it, too, was crying, in an animalistic mockery
of Richard himself. Richard straightened his back, wiping his
face with the heel of his palm, and quietened down long enough
to listen. But the goat stopped bleating – or, rather, screaming –
almost as soon as Richard himself stopped. He cleared his throat
and let out an experimental wail.

The goat responded in kind.

“Okay, I get it,” Richard mumbled, dragging himself to his
feet before making his way to the front door of his house, with its
peeling red paint and warped, expanded wood. “You want me to
shut up.”

That night, after spending several hours feeling sorry for
himself and staring at the list of things he had intended to buy
that he never even got close to purchasing, Richard turned on his
laptop, flopped onto his bed and started looking up pictures of
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laptop, flopped onto his bed and started looking up pictures of

goats. He found one that looked like the one he’d met. A pygmy
goat, apparently. They never got very big. 

The one I met had blue eyes, he recalled. They weren’t so
strange now that he’d gotten used to them.  Unusual, yes, but
that’s what made them interesting. 

It wasn’t long before Richard moved onto videos instead of
pictures. He came across videos people had made where they
took goats screaming and added them into popular songs.
Richard had ignored the phenomenon when it first appeared
online, because he hadn’t been interested in it. Now that he’d
heard a baby goat scream first hand, however, he found them
hilarious. 

Video after video showed Richard just how vocal goats were.
They were ridiculous, and people kept them as pets! He
couldn’t ever have imagined it before. Now he was. He thought
about the way the little thing next door bounded about, happy in
a way only animals and children could be. 

Then he wondered what one would name a goat.
Something nerdy, like Goliath or Shadowfax? Something
typically pet-like, such as Snowdrop or Buttons? Soot? The goat
looked like it had rolled in the stuff, after all. In the end Richard
decided it would be funnier if the goat had a hopelessly banal
name, like Greg. Greg the goat.

Oh, no, he winced. No alliteration. That’s awful.

Lance, then. Or Sebastian. Something pompous but
ultimately very human. A normal name. 

“Sebastian,” Richard mumbled sleepily. “Sebastian the
bloody goat. How stupid…” He closed his laptop, letting his
head fall against the pillow. Richard’s eyes were red-rimmed,
swollen and sore from crying. He knew he should put ice on
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swollen and sore from crying. He knew he should put ice on

them, but he was too tired. 

That night his sleep was fitful, but still it was dreamless.

The next day Richard was knocking upon Farmer
Henderson’s front door before he had time to think about what
he was doing. It was ridiculous, really. He was going to move
back to the city once his parents’ house was sold. He’d use the
money from the sale to buy a nice apartment with a little balcony
and then, maybe, he’d finally buy a plant or two. He didn’t need
a goat. He couldn’t have a goat.

“Richard Junior,” Rob Henderson said when he opened his
door, surprise plain as day on his lined face. “Good morning to
you. Was that you making all that noise yesterday?”

“It might have been,” Richard replied, focusing hard on
making his voice audible. His encounter with Luke and Joe on
the bus had shaken him up, but Rob had always been good to
him. His parents were very fond of their neighbour and his wife
– he gave them eggs when they were going spare and they all
drank whisky together at Christmas time.

Rob smiled sympathetically. “I’m sorry about your parents.
Considering how much I miss them, I can’t imagine how painful
it must be for you.”

“It’s…hard,” Richard admitted. There was no point lying
about it now. Rob understood, after all. And, unlike the kids
Richard went to school with, the farmer never teased him for
being quiet or ‘weird’ or otherwise introverted. “I haven’t been
able to clear out their bedroom yet, and it’s been two months.”

“There’s no need to push yourself. These things take time.
And you’ve got time, Richard. Nobody will judge you for using
it.”
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“I always thought my parents had plenty of time left, too,
and look where that got me.”

Richard blurted out his toxic thought before he could stop
himself. Appalled, he shook his head. “I’m sorry, Rob. That was
out of hand.”

To his surprise, the farmer put a hand on his shoulder and
squeezed it. His permanently watery eyes were a little too bright.
“Never apologise for saying what you think, especially when what
you’re saying is true. I never thought your mum and dad would
go before me. But even so, Richard, don’t rush things. You need
to heal…and eat, clearly. When was the last time you had
something that didn’t come from a can?”

Richard winced. “I’d prefer not to answer that.”

“Or cut your hair!” Rob continued, as if Richard had never
spoken. “Another month or two and it’ll be as long as it was
when you were fifteen! And you had that ridiculous –”

“Braid, I know,” Richard interrupted, chuckling despite
himself. He ran a hand through his hair a little self-consciously.
“I suppose it really is too long.”

The farmer eyed him critically. “You need to look after
yourself. Don’t make me come round and chain you to the
dinner table, you hear me?”

Richard smiled. “Loud and clear. No more beans on toast.”

“What were you wanting, anyway?” Rob asked. “Something
tells me you didn’t come here for a lecture.”

“I…” Now that Richard was being put on the spot, he found
it difficult to say what he wanted to say. The words were in his
head – they simply couldn’t make their way to his throat.
Eventually he said, “The goat.”
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Rob raised an eyebrow. “The goat? Which one? I have a
few.”

“I didn’t know you kept goats.”

“Oh, they’re my wife’s project, really,” he replied. “Wanted
to try and sell them on as pets to raise some extra money.
They’re trouble, though. She won’t be doing it again next year.”

“I want one.”

Rob paused. “You want a goat?”

“The soot-coloured one that was crying along with me
yesterday.”

“Richard, do you even know how to look after a goat?”

“I looked it up online last night,” Richard said, “and I
figured I could learn as I go, so…”

He’s going to say no, he thought. Of course Rob will say no.
Why in the world would he say yes?

“Aye, go ahead,” the farmer said, surprising Richard to no
end.

He frowned. “Really?”

“Something tells me you could do with the company. And
Martha and I are only next door, so it should be fairly easy for
you to learn everything you need to know.”

Richard knew he had a stupid grin plastered to his face.
“Thank you, Rob. Though I expected you to tell me I was being
an idiot and that I’m in no position to look after another living
being, since I can’t look after myself.”

Rob chuckled good-naturedly. “Richard, do you know this is
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Rob chuckled good-naturedly. “Richard, do you know this is

the longest conversation you’ve ever managed to have with me?
All because of a goat. I’d say that’s a good enough indicator that
you should take the brat off me.”

“Brat?”

“Oh, yes. She’s a menace. Jumps on everything.”

“It’s a she?” Richard asked, a little disappointed. He’d only
thought of male names, which seemed stupid now that he was
thinking of it.

Rob caught the look on his face. “We have one boy left, if
you’d prefer –”

“No. It has to be her,” Richard said. “I guess I just can’t call
her Sebastian.”

Richard expected the farmer to laugh at the name. Instead
he shrugged. “And why the hell not? She’s your goat. Call her
whatever you like.”

And with that, Rob led Richard behind his house to the
farm itself, grabbing a rope tied into a lasso on the way. And
there lay the goat – Sebastian – on top of several bales of hay,
eyes closed against the sun.

“Oi, you,” Rob called up to her. The goat’s ears twitched.
She half-opened one eye to see who was disturbing her, then
bleated in surprise when the farmer grabbed her and threw the
rope around her neck. 

“You’ll want to get her a collar or the like,” he told Richard.
“A dog’s collar will do.”

“I think there’s one in the house,” Richard said, somewhat
bemused when he was handed the rope. “Mum adopted an old
springer spaniel a few years back who died last summer. I don’t
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springer spaniel a few years back who died last summer. I don’t

think she had the heart to throw the collar away.”

Rob clucked his tongue. “Eve was a hoarder, that’s for
sure.”

Going by the original state of the house, Richard was
inclined to agree.

Before he knew it he had waved goodbye to Rob
Henderson and was walking down the country road with
Sebastian in tow, who didn’t seem at all fussed to be on a lead.
Rather, she seemed rather happy to be out of the farm for a
walk. But she wanted to run, so eventually Richard began jogging
to allow her to go a little faster. Rob was going to come by later
with a bag of feed for her, for which Richard was grateful.

When he reached his parents’ house he realised he hadn’t
thought at all about where Sebastian would sleep. He didn’t have
a pen set up for her, or a secure perimeter in the garden or, quite
frankly, anything at all.

“Why in the world did Rob give you to me today?” Richard
asked Sebastian, who merely stared at him and bleated. It
occurred to him that Rob hadn’t asked for any money for her,
either. Richard would have felt bad about that if he didn’t have
much more pressing concerns to deal with. 

Like the matter of where to house a goat.

In the end Richard had no choice but to force Sebastian
inside the house, where he then fished through the attic for the
little blue collar his mother’s dog had worn. He also picked up
his old rocket-and-stars bedding, and used it to cover part of the
floor in his bedroom. Then he found a box, intending to fill it
with hay when Rob came round with it. 

Richard knew goats weren’t supposed to be kept inside, but
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Richard knew goats weren’t supposed to be kept inside, but

until he fixed something up in the garden he had no choice. He
figured that he could probably convert the outbuilding into some
kind of stable and work from there.

“What am I going to do when I sell the house?” he asked
Sebastian, who of course had no answer. Sighing, Richard led
her back outside and used some old tent pegs to pin the rope
attached to her collar to the overgrown lawn. Sebastian seemed
delighted by the state of the garden, and wasted no time in
devouring every dandelion within her reach. Before long
Richard had to move her so that she could continue eating more
of them.

He glanced up at the sky. It was a beautiful blue, with a
small number of wispy, insubstantial clouds providing absolutely
no protection from the sun. Richard had always been pale, and
having spent so long indoors the past two months he was even
closer to a vampire than usual.

“Guess it’s time to work on the garden,” he said, patting
Sebastian’s head before wading through the tall, thick grass to the
outbuilding. It wasn’t as bad on the inside as the outside was. Ivy
had begun creeping through, yes, but Richard Senior had kept
the interior well-organised. Tools hung from hooks and shelves;
three bicycles leaned against the back wall. The old freezer unit
that was no longer plugged in stood by the right wall; the lawn
mower and grass trimmer were on the left.

Richard opened the freezer with some trepidation. But
there was nothing inside – the unit was spotlessly clean. “Guess I
could store your food in here, Bass!” he called out to the merrily
bleating goat, though of course she had no idea what he was on
about. And Bass was a ridiculous nickname, though Richard
admittedly liked it. Until he thought of something better (he
hated Stan) he’d stick to Bass.
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Richard spent the next few hours hauling out tools and
flinging them onto the gravel. He’d have to find somewhere else
for them to go, since he couldn’t house them with a curious goat.
He didn’t know what to do with the bikes but he pulled them
out, too. He could store them in the attic until a better idea
occurred to him.

Once he removed the lawn mower and grass trimmer
Richard gave the outbuilding a sweep. The floor was solid stone,
and the roof was still wind and water-tight, so all he had to do,
really, was clear back the ivy.

“Easy, Bass,” he said, glancing at the goat. She was rolling
about in the grass; Richard could barely see her through the two-
foot-tall stalks. But he could hear her chirruping, which was
probably a good sign that she was happy. 

It turned out that removing ivy was not, in fact, easy. The
stuff clung to every crevice it possibly could with a strength and
iron will that Richard had never possessed himself. That was
how Rob found him, close to dinner time, sweating and panting
and sun burnt, with hands gone red and raw from pulling away
vine after vine of ivy.

“That would go a whole lot faster if you used some shears to
cut down the thickest parts, you know,” the farmer said.
Sebastian perked up when she heard him, though quickly
collapsed back onto the grass when she realised who it was.

Richard stared at the man, bug-eyed. “Garden shears? I
don’t think my dad –”

Rob pointed over to the large pile of tools that lay
abandoned on the gravel. “They’re right there, you fool.”

He could only laugh at his own stupidity. He really was a
fool.
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“I’ve brought you hay and feed for Miss Sebastian,” Rob
said, shaking his head and chuckling when Richard fell to the
grass beside her. She wasted no time in jumping onto his
stomach, knocking the wind out of him in the process. “Though
going by the state of the garden I doubt she’ll need any
additional food. I also brought you some lasagne, courtesy of my
lovely wife. You better eat it all.”

Richard cocked an eyebrow as he bodily picked up
Sebastian and put her back on the grass. She immediately
attempted to climb back on top of him again. “I thought you said
you didn’t want to tie me to the dinner table and make me eat?”

“I don’t want to, but I will if I have to. Now don’t give in
and feed that animal everything she wants. She’s greedy as all
else, you hear me? Don’t spoil her.”

“Don’t spoil her. Noted.”

Richard dumped the feed into the freezer and scattered the
hay across the stone floor of the outbuilding. It didn’t look too
bad for a day’s work, though the stones were covered in ghostly
white skeleton trails where the ivy used to be. Richard kind of
liked it. 

“I guess you don’t need to stay inside tonight, after all,” he
told Sebastian, though when he un-pegged her lead and took her
to the outbuilding she immediately followed him back outside
before he could close the door. He laughed softly. “Or maybe
not.”

So Sebastian lay on the tiled floor of the kitchen as Richard
reheated Martha Henderson’s lasagne. Rob needn’t have
worried about Richard eating all of it – the entire sizable portion
was demolished in under ten minutes. Richard almost cried at
how good it was.
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Sebastian butted his leg repeatedly until he bent down and
scratched her ears. “I’m going to learn to cook, you know,” he
informed her. “Then we can both stuff our faces like goats.”

Richard went to bed that night feeling decidedly better than
he had done the night before. His muscles ached from the long
day of hard work in the garden, but it was a good ache. The kind
of pain that told him he’d achieved something, even if it was
literally ripping away plants with his bare hands that he could
have used shears for.

“Now you behave yourself,” he told Sebastian, who was
already decidedly not behaving herself. She had managed to get
stuck inside the duvet cover Richard had put on the floor, and
was crying in the darkness to be let out. He sighed, then rolled
out of bed and freed her. He made sure to do up the buttons of
the cover to prevent the goat from making the same mistake.

Richard got no sleep that night, so whether he might have
dreamed or not he never found out. Goats really weren’t meant
to be house pets, after all, and Richard found this out the hard
way. Eventually, when the clock on the wall read four in the
morning, he yelled out in frustration, picked up Sebastian and
took her to the outbuilding. 

He attached her lead to one of the iron rings his father had
installed on the wall for hanging things from, filled up a bucket
with water from the hose, set it down on the floor and kept the
door open so Sebastian could eat the grass directly outside her
new bed.

He knelt down in front of his bleating companion. “I. Am.
Going. To. Sleep,” he told her through gritted teeth. “You are
going to do the same. Got that?”

Sebastian was quiet. 
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Richard dragged himself back inside, took one look at the
mess his new pet goat had made of his room, then turned tail
and crept into the nearest bedroom and collapsed onto the bed.

It was his parents’ room. Richard was too tired to remember
to be sad.

The next few days passed in a blur of cutting grass,
removing weeds, and battling Sebastian into bed. She wanted to
stay with Richard wherever he went. He allowed her to hang out
in the house whilst he was eating and, since he was going to get
rid of the terrible leather couches anyway, let her jump up to lie
down with him to watch bad TV. He was getting sick of the
quality of the ancient television, so on the spur of the moment he
ordered one from Amazon. Ultra HD. Fifty-five inches. Overly
expensive.

To his relief Richard discovered that Amazon would deliver
to the house, unlike the website he’d ordered that bedding he
still hadn’t picked up yet. And so he also ordered everything else
from his long-neglected list that he could find for a reasonable
price. There were a few things he couldn’t buy – some particular
shades of paint he’d have to procure in person to check the
colour, as well as the faucets he needed for the bathrooms – but
Richard was pleased that, come tomorrow, he’d have most
everything he needed to finish redecorating the house.

Rob also came round several evenings to bring Richard
dinner; one evening Martha herself came along with him. 

“The garden is looking lovely!” she exclaimed happily the
moment she arrived, crushing Richard against her chest when
she saw him. “Eve would be delighted that you’ve restored the
driveway. That can’t have been easy.”

“My hands can attest to that,” Richard joked, holding them
up to demonstrate the cuts, grazes and nettle rashes he’d gained
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up to demonstrate the cuts, grazes and nettle rashes he’d gained
from painstakingly pulling up each and every weed from the now
gleaming, pristinely-white driveway. The lawn was similarly
restored to its former glory, though for Sebastian’s benefit
Richard kept the wildflowers and dandelions along the tree line
and the burn. 

“I told you to wear gloves, boy,” Rob scolded, though there
was a gleam of pride in his eyes as he surveyed the work Richard
had managed to accomplish. “Richard Senior must have been
screaming at you from beyond the grave to protect your hands.”

“I wouldn’t have been able to hear him over Bass.”

Rob chuckled. “How’s she been today?”

“I think she wants to go for a walk,” Richard admitted. “But
she doesn’t seem too happy with going up and down the road. I
was thinking I might take her along to the coast tomorrow, but I
need to go into town to pick up some things.”

The Hendersons picked up on Richard’s obviously
reluctant tone immediately. They both knew Richard hated
going into the centre and, though they’d offered to go in with
him, he’d politely refused.

“How about taking Miss Sebastian into town with you,
then?” Martha suggested. “Gerald won’t be fussed about her
going on the bus.”

“An excellent idea,” Rob agreed. “You can take her to the
park. She’d love it there.”

Richard was far more hesitant about the idea. “I don’t
know…won’t it be weird? Taking a goat on a walk in the town
centre?”

“You ashamed of poor little Bass, Richard?” Martha asked,
mock outraged. Sebastian bleated as if in indignation. She ran
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mock outraged. Sebastian bleated as if in indignation. She ran

towards Richard and tried to head-butt his knee; he swerved out
of the way just in time.

“Of course not,” Richard said. “It’s just that…”

“Tell you what,” Rob cut in. “You take her into town and
get your supplies and I’ll replace that front door for you.”

“You – you will? But I haven’t bought a –”

“I may have bought one for you already,” Rob admitted. “I
saw you struggling to measure the frame the other evening and
took pity on your poor, useless soul.”

Richard could only laugh. “I guess I can’t say no to that,
then.” He bent down and swept Sebastian into his arms; she
licked his face. “Guess we’re taking a trip to the shops tomorrow,
Bass.”

It turned out that Gerald was indeed completely fine with
Richard taking a goat onto the bus with him, if only because the
sight of a twenty-nine year old man with a six-month-old pygmy
goat on a lead was so ridiculous. A haggard-looking young
mother with two small but very, very loud boys was sat at the
back of the bus; when the children saw Sebastian they grew silent
immediately, though they broke it a few seconds later.

“Mummy, why does that man have a goat?”

“Can we get a pet goat?”

“Can we pet it?”

“Can we –”

“I’m sure the nice man doesn’t want to be bothered by
you,” their mother scolded, giving Richard an apologetic smile as
he sat down on an aisle seat. He had to keep pushing Sebastian
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he sat down on an aisle seat. He had to keep pushing Sebastian

back onto the floor; she was desperate to jump up to sit beside
him.

Normally Richard would baulk at such attention from
strangers, but he liked children and, after all, he was sitting on a
bus with a pet goat. Of course a child would be interested.

He waved them over. “You can pet her if you want. She
likes to get scratched behind the ears.”

The children looked at their mother with wide eyes, waiting
for permission, then ran towards Sebastian with delighted squeals
when she nodded her head.

“What’s her name?” the younger boy asked. He giggled
when Sebastian gently butted her head against his brother’s
chest, knocking him backwards a foot or two.

“Sebastian,” Richard said. “Bass for short.”

“Like the crab?”

“The crab?”

The older boy nodded emphatically. “From The Little
Mermaid. We watched it last night. It’s mum’s favourite film.”

“It’s not my favourite favourite,” she said, rolling her eyes as
she got out of her seat to join the three of them. With a
hesitance found only in adults, she bent down slowly and
reached out a careful hand towards Sebastian, who licked her
hand and bleated softly. The woman lost all her hesitance there
and then, happily scratching the goat exactly where she liked it
behind her ears.

“That’s a boy name,” the younger son said. “My friend at
nursery is called Sebastian.”
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“Can’t it just be a name?” Richard asked. “Don’t you think
it’s a funny name for a goat to have?”

The boys thought about this for a moment, then nodded
their heads in agreement. 

Their mother – who by this point was sitting on the floor
cross-legged with Sebastian firmly in her lap – glanced at
Richard. “I’ve never met a goat in real life before. What made
you get a goat as a pet?”

“My parents died earlier this year,” Richard found himself
saying, “a couple months apart. It…was hard. Really hard. It still
is. I guess I needed company. And she’s helping me fix up their
garden, so I guess there’s that, too.”

The woman gulped as if something was caught in her throat.
“I’m so sorry for your loss. My mum died last month, actually,
so I can kind of understand what you’re going through.”

Richard didn’t say anything in response. Nothing needed to
be said. They could understand one another. Sebastian nuzzled
the woman’s face impatiently when she stopped scratching her
ears.

She laughed. “Bass is as demanding as my kids are. Is she a
handful?”

“Only all of the time,” Richard sighed dramatically. “It’s
worth it, though. Even though she’s a drama queen who doesn’t
like sleeping alone.”

He picked Sebastian up then, and she chirruped happily in
response. The children immediately stood up and reached up
for her.

“Can I hold her?!” one of them demanded.
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“No, I want to hold her!”

“But you’re practically the same size as her!” Richard said,
chuckling as he butted heads with his idiotic pet.

When the bus rolled to a stop in the town centre all four of
them were surprised.

“I can’t believe the journey went so quickly,” the woman
admitted. She gestured towards her children. “Normally Ben
and Oscar are so wild it feels like eternity on here.”

“I’m glad if I helped in any way,” Richard said, allowing her
to get off the bus with her children first before following them,
Sebastian still in his arms. “Or, more accurately, if Sebastian –”

“Honey, I’m so sorry I couldn’t pick you up!” called out a
male voice that Richard recognised. “The car failed its MOT for
something stupid and is still in the garage, so I – oh. Howie?”

“Hi, Luke,” Richard said, gently placing Sebastian on the
pavement when the other man turned to face him, despite her
protestations. “How are you?”

Luke seemed confused by Richard’s newfound ability to
speak to him. “I – doing well, I guess. Could do without paying
for my car, though. Garage is charging a fortune. How about
you?”

“Much better than I was, thanks,” Richard replied, which
was the truth. 

“How do the two of you know each other?” the woman
asked, turning her head from Luke to Richard, whilst her sons
lay on the ground to allow Sebastian to clamber over them. They
were gathering attention from nearby shoppers, of course, which
would ordinarily be Richard’s worst nightmare. 
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He was okay with it, though. He wasn’t alone to deal with it,
at the very least. 

“Richard and I went to school together,” Luke explained.
“Richard, this is my wife Gracie. She grew up on the east coast so
she doesn’t really know anybody around here yet. We only
moved back here two years ago.”

Gracie’s face lit up as she shook Richard’s hand. “Oh, so
you’re old friends?”

Richard didn’t know what to say. To his surprise, Luke did.
“Not really. I was a dick to him. Worse than that if I’m honest.
A lot of us were pretty awful to him.”

Gracie was horrified. “But why?”

“I was very quiet,” Richard said. “And I had my hair braided
like Obi-Wan Kenobi in Star Wars, which probably didn’t help
the situation.”

Luke burst out laughing. “That rat tail was awful. I’m glad
you at least know that, though.” He paused. “Richard, I’m so
sorry about your parents. That must have been –”

“It’s okay,” Richard interrupted, smiling softly. “There’s
nothing anyone could have done.”

Luke cast his eyes down to Sebastian, who was bleating for
food. Richard rummaged through his pockets until he found a
bag of chopped dandelions he kept on him at all times in order
to quieten her down, then allowed her to stick her face straight
into the bag. Luke and Gracie’s sons giggled noisily as she did so.

“Yes, I have a pet female goat named Sebastian and I’m
aware it’s rather odd,” Richard said, answering Luke’s question
pre-emptively.
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“I was actually going to say that I think the kids at Ben’s
school would love…Sebastian,” Luke mused. “And at the high
school too, to be honest. It’s the kind of thing that would actually
help destress them, especially during exam time, I think.”

“You’re a teacher?” Richard asked, surprised.

Gracie smiled. “We both are. The primary and high schools
were joined together last year so it’s one big campus now. Luke
runs the science department, actually. I teach French.”

Richard burst out laughing despite himself. “You? Teaching
science?”

Luke rolled his eyes. “I was second in the class for biology
and chemistry. Is it that much of a surprise?”

“I thought you weren’t that smart, if I’m honest.”

“Maybe I liked you better when you didn’t talk,” the other
man laughed. “I guess I was pretty average at everything else. I
always loved science, though. Where were you working before
you moved back here? Do you have a job at all now?”

“I headed up pupil support back at a high school in the
city,” Richard replied, bending down to drag the now empty
dandelion bag out of Sebastian’s mouth. She wasn’t pleased. “I
miss it now that I’ve spent three months out of work.”

“No way!” Gracie exclaimed. “That – that’s way too much
of a coincidence.”

Richard frowned at her. “Why?”

“We’re looking for a new pupil support teacher,” Luke said.
“Now that the primary and high schools are on the same campus
the council has been trying to reorganise the way they run the
support bases. I don’t suppose you’d be interested?”
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“I…wasn’t planning to stay here permanently,” Richard
admitted, running a hand through his hair that was still
desperately in need of a hair cut.

To his surprise, Luke laughed. “And yet you got a pet goat.
Where are you going to keep her in the city?”

Richard knew he had a point. It was a glaringly obvious
point, truth be told. Ever since he’d adopted Sebastian his
outlook on his future had changed, though he hadn’t wanted to
admit to it.

“Can I get back to you about it?” Richard asked politely,
before tugging on Sebastian’s lead for her to stop fooling around.
“I want to finish renovating my parents’ house before making
any life-altering decisions.”

Luke and Gracie smiled. “Take all the time you need.”

That’s what Rob said, Richard thought as he and Sebastian
bid their goodbyes and went around the town centre, garnering
attention wherever they went. And Richard had been taking his
time since Rob told him to. In truth the Howie residence was in
better condition than it had been when he was a child. In reality
it could go on sale tomorrow. All it needed were better sofas…
though Sebastian would disagree.

Was Richard really going to change his entire life to suit an
attention-seeking goat who enjoyed watching University
Challenge on an old leather sofa? A few months ago he’d have
laughed at such an outlandish idea.

But when he returned to his house with a very tired-out
Sebastian and found Rob finishing up painting a new front door,
Richard’s decision was made for him. It was brilliantly red, shiny
and perfect, just like the old one had been when Richard Senior
first painted it the day before his son was born.
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“If you sell this place I’ll hunt you down and take back your
goat,” the farmer said, smiling when he saw Richard was trying to
hide the fact he was crying with a hand against his face.

“Of course I’m staying,” he replied, knowing that for the
first time in a long, long time that he might actually be happy
now. That he had a future, and it could be a great one.

That night, he dreamed of goats.


